
The 720GC is an easy to operate analyzer that integrates 

ultrafast GC separation with multiple detection modes 

including high-pressure mass spectrometryTM (HPMS), 

flame ionization (FID), thermal conductivity (TCD), flame 

photoionization (FPD) and dielectric barrier discharge 

(DBD). This flexible analyzer can accommodate up to 

three detectors and two column modules in a single 

system, allowing for rapid separation and confirmatory 

analysis of a wide range of compounds.

The patented HPMS detector features a revolutionary 

microscale ion trap contained within a removable 

compact core that operates at far higher pressures than 

conventional mass spectrometers. This eliminates the 

requirement for large, expensive and energy inefficient 

diffusion, turbo or rotary vane vacuum pumps. This 

detector can achieve sub part-per-million sensitivity while 

operating at a vacuum between 4 and 10 Torr with a mass 

range of 50 - 450 m/z.

The 720GC can also be configured with two conventional GC 

detectors, two column modules and internal valving for 

column switching, backflushing and sample injection

The 720GC uses resistively heated capillary columns 

that significantly speed up component separation and 

reduce run times to seconds, whereas with 

conventional GC’s, runs are typically an order of 

magnitude longer. Complete separation of benzene, 

toluene, ethylbenzene and the xylenes (BTEX) can be 

achieved in under 90s on the 720GC. Furthermore, as 

the system can be configured with two independently 

heated columns, it is possible to separate a wide range 

of components present in complex matrices. When 

configured with an integrated valve, automated sample 

injection, heartcutting, splitting and column 

backflushing is possible
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Exchangeable column modules are available with

most commonly used stationary phases 

Exchangeable Compact Core contains the ion 

source, microscale ion trap and detector.



720GC Key Features

➢ Ultrafast, high resolution GC separations

➢ Replaceable all-in-one HPMS Compact Core

➢ Operator centric TestBench software suite

➢ Component ID with quantitative analytical results

➢ Smallest Size, Weight & Power signature

Operator centric 720GC TestBench system control and data analysis software seamlessly combines results 

from multiple detectors into a single report.

The 720GC TestBench software provides operators with a 

straightforward user interface that enables 720GC system 

control with multi-detector data acquisition and 

processing. The HPMS mass axis calibration procedure is 

automated and requires only a single injection to 

complete. Component calibration from different detector 

channels is unified into a single screen and templated 

results reporting enhances the usability of this custom 

built GC-HPMS software suite. 

The reduced HPMS vacuum requirement enables 720 GC 

users to split (post column) and simultaneously analyze 

the same sample on the FID and HPMS. Up to 16 Single 

Ion Mode (SIM) extraction channels can also be added to 

a method to further enhance accurate component ID and 

quantitation.
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All of these features are combined in a rugged, 

transportable analyzer that weighs as little as 28-pound 

and that provides rapid quantitative compositional 

analysis, improved operational efficiency and significant 

cost savings in deployments ranging from upstream 

exploration to downstream process and quality control 

labs.

Data from multiple channels (TIC, SIM, FID, TCD) can be simultaneously acquired and processed using the 720GC TestBench software. 

Operators can confirm component mass accuracy using the spectral plot review tool as shown in the BTEX analysis above. 
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